Student Government Association
MaryMount Manhattan College
Minutes for March 11, 2019
Agenda for March 11, 2019
Motion to approve the minutes made by Brenelle
Kiara seconds
I.

Attendance
Brenelle
Yasmin
Allision
Pat
Steven
Aubry
Julia
Jocelyn
Jorge
Kiara
Dejah
Marchaell
Alexa

II. Treasurer's Updates
-Budget is going well
-How much money does SGA have for potential stolls and for the midnight breakfast??
-Dejah is to send Pat an estimate of how much will be spent for her event
III.Member Updates
Marchael
-Meeting with Peter was successful, groundwork for TV Production club is
underway, as well as a plan to further better Marymount media outlets

Julia-

- Messaged Lucy Wells for update on recycling signage project. She will be
presenting what she will be working on at the Environmental Sustainability Team
meeting.
- Confirmed with Katie Lobesco I will be in attendance at the Environmental
Sustainability Team meeting this Friday, 3/15

Dejah
-Been in contact with all of the realty companies this past week and we
officially have 4 awesome companies coming for the resource fair on Thursday. The only
thing left to do this week is confirm the food order and make sure it goes off without a
hitch. The outline for the fetishization forum is done. Dejah and Catie are currently trying to
figure out the raffle during it! Posters for the resource fair were hung and it was also in the
weekly feed as well as the digital boards! And I have a meeting with Rebecca tomorrow to
discuss more concrete ways to show our commitment to diversity in the coming year.

IV. Specific Business
IT
-Dewayne came in and spoke to SGA
- Information about Touchnet One Card and Pilot group
Any questions??
-The goal is to go cardless on campus. Use it for dining dollars, room access,
entry to all campus buildings
-Still have the access to the physical cards for those who need it but the goal is to
go cardless to save money
Dining app??
-Online app to show what the menu is for that day
-Goal is to issue it over the summer and have it up and running
Elections
-Catie needs bios and headshots from everyone who is running by the 15th deadline. All
physical packets go to Dayne by March 15, 2019
-Cab and SGA will sit and run elections
-Cab will take care of SGA elections and SGA will take care of Cab
Number one rule you can not be running and talk about the elections while sitting at the table

Leadership awards
-Nominate people!!!
Potential RSO
-Strong Fxmale Lead came in to explain their mission, future activities, and vision
Their goal is to create roles and performances at MMC for anyone who identifies as female so
they are represented, and would be bringing up a bigger problem at MMC of under represented
roles
This semester they plan on doing older pieces under a different lense

Questions??
Wondering if they will include representation of colored females and latinx??
Is the group just commited to on stage?
-No, it would include roles on stage and tech
Pros- It is an amazing platform that would be opened up. Will serve a large population st school.
It would be tackling a problem in the theater department. Will help the lack of representation of
women in the plays and performances. They state that they will be a safe space for both
performing and tech side.
Cons-none

VotingBrenelle motions to start voting
Aubry seconds
Yes-Brenelle, Allison,Pat,Aubry,Steven,Dejah,Kiara,Julia Marchael,Yasmin
NoAbstain-

Scheduling a formal deposition for Aqsa Gul
-Brenelle moves to call a formal deposition for Aqsa for senator for student issues
Kiara seconds
-Hearing is scheduled for 1:15 pm during the SGA meeting
Safer sex week sign up to volunteer- one or two people per hour (sign up sheet will be on the
SGA desk on the SOS)
March 18, 2019
-What- Handing out safer sex kits
-Location:Hewitt gallery
-Time:2-430
Cat-2:30-3
Dejah and Brenelle-2:30-3:30
Steven-3:30-4
Kiara-4-4:30
March 19th
-What-Sexual Fetishization Discussion
-Time- 4:30-530

-Who- Co-Sponsor is Club Mosaic, leading is Dejah and assisting is Shealyn

March 20
-What- T.L.C Tender Love and Consent
-Time-5:30-6:30
-Location-MPR
-Who-Billie and Dru Gannon
March 21
-What- Potential testing day
-Time-All day event
-Location-RPR
-Who
Julia-11:30-1
Aubry & Yasmin-12-2:00
Brenelle- after 2:00
Marchael- after 2

Date TBD-If interested please email cpool@mmm.edu
What-Let’s talk about sex

Any suggestions, ideas or comments for this week please let SGA know

V.New Business
Thursday is the resource fair in the commons from 430-7pm

Rebecca pinard sexual climate survey
-SGA must do it and get students to participate in it
Senior class gift
-Is new laptops
- They are investing in the program to purchase new laptops
Monitor article
-It is due at the end of the week (Saturday the 16th)
-Julia will be writing this weeks article

Election Week Tabling Event-April 2-Location is to be announced
-Pat - 9-10
-Steven 10-11
-Marchael-11-11:30
-Aubry 11:30-12
-Julia-12:30-1
-Kiara- 1-1:30
-Dejah-1:30-2:30
-Alexa-2:30-3:00
-Allison-3:00-5:00
-April 3rd
-Yasmin-9:00-10:00
-Allison-10-11:30
-Brenelle-11:30-12:30
-Allison-12:30-1:30
-Jorge-1:30-2:00
-Jocelyn-2:00-2:30
-Steven-2:30-3
-Julia-3-4:00
-Kiara-4-5:00
Aubry moves to close the minutes
Allison Seconds

